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ABSTRACT
Worldbuilding (the practice of creating fictional worlds) faces a unique challenge due to video games’
interactive nature, especially regarding sandbox games and non-linear narratives: how does one build
a world in a genre so inherently pervasive? Where the player can be anyone and travel anywhere at
any time? Where the game is less driven by the main story (or even lacking it completely), and instead
leaves the world and setting to stand on its own? However, with the right platform, the pervasive
nature of the sandbox genre can act as a catalyst to work to the worldbuilder’s advantage. When the
platform asks questions, the worldbuilder is called to answer, and from this a development loop occurs
resulting in a fleshed-out world that truly works in cooperation with the game.
The research will seek to uncover the effectiveness of using the sandbox-strategy game Europa
Universalis IV as a catalyst in the creation of a fantasy setting. The practical-led research will be
twofold: the development of a game mod and the development of the world it will be set in. In
addition to the main case study above, the research will look at existing literature on worldbuilding as
well as a comparative approach on how other successful games have worldbuilt their settings.
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PREFACE
I first started worldbuilding back in 2014 for the game Europa Universalis IV, set around an event called
the Blackpowder Rebellion: an 18th century fantasy setting in which the commonfolk led a revolution
against their magical masters with the help of gunpowder weapons. I soon realized that despite the
titular event, the setting itself was lacked depth. Without a fairly fleshed-out world, development
became slow and burdensome, as I had no premade content to implement: I had to make things up
as I went along.
That, with the addition of university obligations, led to the cancelling of the mod. I did, however,
discover the practice of what this paper is all about: worldbuilding. While the mod was dead, I
continued to flesh out the world as a hobby throughout my time in university, and soon the setting
changed from the Blackpowder Rebellion, to Blackpowder Chronicles, to Anbennar: the name of the
titular empire that the rebellion would one-day face – and with it, a whole world beyond the original
18th century timeframe, stretching back hundreds if not thousands of years beforehand.
It was a no-brainer to revive this idea of creating my own fantasy setting for Europa Universalis IV: it’s
something that means a lot to me personally, and something that I have a lot of investment and
interest in. In short, it’s my passion project.

To Taylor,
Whose patient ear put up with me
and my Anbennar ramblings
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INTRODUCTION
“Worldbuilding is the process of constructing an imaginary world, sometimes associated with a whole
fictional universe” (Hamilton. 2009, p. 8-9), focusing instead on the realisation of the actual setting
and lore rather than the story itself. What sets worldbuilding apart from simply developing a setting
or backstory is its depth and consistency: the process is a vast interdisciplinary subject, covering topics
such as history, religions, to anthropology, geology and everything else under the sun and beyond.
Originating in Tolkien’s Middle Earth, worldbuilding has since become an important staple in
successful fantasy and fiction writing, even crossing through transmedia barriers such as the film
adaptation of Lord of the Rings (2001), George R. R. Martin’s book-turned-TV-show Game of Thrones
(2011) or even BioWare’s Dragon Age franchise: whose world, unlike the others, was actually built for
the sole-purpose of games rather than originating from pre-existing literature.
The unique challenge in games, Cook (2012) suggests, is due to its interactive nature. While novelists
may simply mention a far-off location to give the illusion of a larger world, games actually need to deal
with its practical realisation and execution. This is more prevalent in fully player-driven sandbox games
such as Dungeons & Dragons (Wizards of the Coast, 1997) or The Elder Scrolls: Skyrim (Bethesda
Softworks, 2011). Here, the player is given more freedom than traditional structures, permitting them
to truly explore the world on their own terms, beyond the confines of the main story, and instead
challenges the world to stand on its own two feet.
Be that as it may, the nature of sandbox games like Skyrim (2011) could actually help in the
worldbuilding process which, due to its all-encompassing nature, naturally lacks the framework to
guide it. Games and all their features, mechanics, and nuances ask questions that the narrative should
answer: from how health potions work, why a character has that ability, to high-level questions like
how a ruined city came to be. But what if a platform asks even greater questions such as what cultures
live here? How does the economy work? What is the consequence of this conflict? Europa Universalis
IV (Paradox Interactive, 2013) is a sandbox grand-strategy game that asks these types of questions, in
addition to offering a strong framework that simulates an entire world itself.
The research undertaken for this project will primarily be practice-led, relying on creating and
developing a fantasy mod/setting, Anbennar, to determine the effectiveness of Europa Universalis IV
(EU4) as a platform for worldbuilding. The dissertation will outline the contextual research related to
worldbuilding as well as a reflection on the most effective catalysts that EU4 provided, in addition to
comparative case-studies on how other games executed said catalysts well, and how that influenced
the development for the Anbennar mod.
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CONTEXTUAL REVIEW
SUBCREATION AND THE BENEFITS OF WORLDBUILDING
Tolkien can be seen as one of the grandfathers of worldbuilding, who referred to the process as “subcreation” in his essay On Fairy-Stories (1939), in which the writer (the sub-creator) is responsible for
creating a Secondary World (a fictional world opposed to our real Primary World). The main objective
of the sub-creator is to evoke Secondary Belief, a term coined by Tolkien as an argument against the
more common ‘suspension of disbelief’, which can be defined as “a willingness to suspend one’s
critical faculties and believe the unbelievable; sacrifice of realism and logic for the sake of enjoyment.”
(Dictionary.com, n.d). Tolkien argues that when the moment of disbelief arises the reader is back in
our real Primary World simply looking back into the Secondary World (1939, p. 132), with the
distinction being that readers suspended by disbelief “indulge the story” rather than “being genuinely
transported by art [into the Secondary World]” (Abrahamsen, 2003). A popular example here would
be Clark Kent, who is essentially Superman with glasses. Accepting this as it is, or as a plot device, is
an example of suspension of disbelief, as surely most could see the resemblance between the two. On
the other hand, one could help evoke Secondary Belief by explaining the effectiveness of the disguise
by highlighting Superman’s change in voice and mannerisms, as seen in Christopher Reeve’s
performance in the film Superman (Warner Bros, 1978) [Appendix A]. Aside from covering plot holes,
Tolkien scholar Abrahamsen (2003) suggests that the core of Secondary Belief “hinges on the
evocation of historical (and mythical) depth behind the present story.”
Secondary Belief, in short, demands consistency and internal logic in the creation of one’s world – the
world must be developed enough and full of depth that when held to the same accountability as our,
real, Primary World, the suspension of disbelief is not called upon. Skolnick says that this pact is “why
maintaining believability in your story is so important – because if they don’t believe it, they won’t
feel it” (2014, p. 79).
We don’t have to look much further from Tolkien’s success to see why worldbuilding to evoke
Secondary Belief is important. Tolkien’s works have achieved resounding financial success both in
literature and film, [Appendix B], and from an influential standpoint codified many tropes,
conventions, and expectations of what we think fantasy is, redefining the genre as a whole. For
example, it is due to Tolkien’s influence that we see elves as the fairer cousin of humanity with an
affinity for archery and magic, rather than their mythological origins as supernatural fairies. In terms
of game success, according to Lebowitz’s survey on story-oriented games, most users cited that the
characters or the setting were the main attractor for their interest (2011, p. 275). Worldbuilding for
games can also provide avenues for franchise expansion, where new areas and stories hinted by the
original game can be explored using DLCs or even sequels. A good example of this is in the sandboxRPG Fallout 3 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2008) and its DLCs, which allow exploration of new areas such
as Pittsburgh in The Pitt (2009), or even the setting’s history via Operation Anchorage (2009). These
were only possible due to Fallout’s extensive worldbuilding which serves to expand the setting and
give something new to the players beyond the main game (Lebowitz and Klug, 2011).
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EU4, SIMULATIONS AND HISTORICITY
Europa Universalis IV (EU4) is a grand-strategy game by Paradox Interactive. While historical in nature,
the game itself is sandbox as it simply presents a starting point before allowing the player and AI
countries to diverge from what happened historically. The reason for choosing EU4 as the platform
for the Anbennar setting was twofold. Firstly, due to the game’s nature as a strategy game focusing
on historicity (historical authenticity), as it simulates a wide variety of real-life concepts which suits a
project centred on worldbuilding. Secondly, due to personal reasons, as I had prior experience
developing for EU4’s Clausewitz Engine as it was the original engine that the initial Anbennar setting
was developed for back in 2014.
Like most Paradox games, EU4 is very easy-to-mod, only requiring an image and text editor to create
new content (Andersson, J. 2014). This ease of access naturally created a strong and active modding
community, ranging from mods expanding the games timeframe, to total conversions portraying
settings such as the Elder Scrolls, Fallout, and Game of Thrones. The latter of which received a lot of
positive press and was heralded as “the perfect Game of Thrones game” (Plunkett, 2014), even though
there had been four official games out at the time. The mod proved better than its official
counterparts, notably the strategy game Game of Thrones: Genesis (Cyanide, 2011), possibly due to
Crusader Kings II’s (Paradox Interactive, 2012) specific mechanics around dynasty simulation. Whereas
genres such as RPGs simulate combat or character progression, strategy games instead simulate the
mechanics of higher-concept topics more suited to worldbuilding: such as how government works and
the distribution of cultures/countries/etc on a map. Using a platform that already contains most, if
not all, of the mechanics needed to simulate a world is useful, which combined with its ease of
moddability allows the project’s development side to focus on the worldbuilding itself rather than the
creation of mechanical foundations in the first place (for example, adding new countries instead of
working on a system to simulate said countries).

fig 1: In-Game Screenshot of EU4
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For more information on how EU4 works and what concepts it simulates, see [Appendix C].
EU4’s ability to simulate historicity well is also a reason for its selection – it allows players to firstly
understand complex historical concepts naturally, such as how dynastic succession works, without
being taught beforehand (Kapell, pg. 40). Secondly, EU4’s focus on historicity compared to other
strategy games (such as Civilization, see [Appendix D]) allows the player to be put in the place of
historical actors/countries which, supported by the simulated mechanics, allows players to
“understand an era, event, or actor from comparable experience” (Kapell, p. 40). For example, a player
playing as Britain can understand why Britain made certain choices in history (such as why Britain had
a strong navy, or why Britain expanded overseas instead of mainland Europe) which provides a greater
understanding to history in general both through facts (Britain had a strong navy…), and more
importantly through context (…to defend the isles from invasion from stronger mainland armies). This
sense of historical immersion and learning naturally through play can also work in a fictional context,
helping player understanding of the fictional world even further.
In the project’s case, EU4 provides a more varied range of simulated concepts than other Paradox
games like Crusader Kings II (CK2). CK2 does offer a longer 769 – 1453 timeframe but consequently
that period of history required less unique mechanics to cover it. On the other hand, EU4’s shorter
1444 – 1821 timeframe covers a much more tumultuous and diverse period, covering topics such as
the evolution from medieval to gunpowder warfare, the rise of the nation state, colonization and
revolutions.
EU4’s timeframe also matches the Blackpowder Rebellion concept that the Anbennar setting
originated from, and in general offers a different take on the fantasy genre, taking it from the typical
medieval setting to an early modern one. This makes it suited to simulating an entire world and its
progress through time which, in the end, is what worldbuilding is all about, and from it the world and
mechanics can allow new stories to flourish. After all, “gameplay is the core building block of
interactive narrative” (Byrant and Giglio. 2015).
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NON-LINEAR NARRATIVES AND WORLDBUILDING
EU4 sits at the Fully Player-Driven Stories end of Lebowitz’s storytelling spectrum (fig 2) along with
other sandbox games such as Dungeons & Dragons (Wizards of the Coast, 1997), Sunless Sea
(Failbetter Games, 2015) and even Minecraft (Mojang, 2009), where the game’s objectives are
determined by the player themselves, and the main plot is often absent due to its restrictive nature
over player freedom (Lebowitz, 2011, p. 227). Lebowitz continues that this exchange for freedom
serves as its greatest strength and weakness: the more freedom the player has, the more he/she
should be able to do, which means more development time and cost on creating mechanics, assets
and all sorts of gameplay possibilities and pathways.

fig 2: The Storytelling Spectrum
Lebowitz resumes to say that due to this complexity, narratives for these types are “very tricky to
write, and in fact, frequently feature shorter and simpler main plots than games that use less playerdriven forms of storytelling” (2011, p. 206). Additionally, he also says that such player freedom (e.g.
to do quests at any time, such as stopping the main quest progression in favour of optional side quests)
“significantly weakens the structure, pacing, and emotional impact of the plot and making it easy
players to get lost or sidetracked” (Lebowitz. 2011, p. 224).
To counter the weakness in pacing and simpler, or even lack of, main plot, Klug suggests that “a heavy
focus is placed on developing the setting” instead, in addition to the optional activities and side quests
for the player to do. He also goes on to say that while traditional storywriting is challenged by the
question “How can I make this interesting?”, writing for non-linear games is instead “a new kind of
challenge for the writer”, asking “have I created an interesting enough world so that the players can
create compelling stories for themselves?” (Klug. 2011, p. 206).
It is clear from the findings that worldbuilding is of the upmost importance for sandbox games, and
as such informs the choice of EU4 as the main case study for the research.
For more information of EU4 and Non-Linear Narratives see [Appendix E].
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EXPERT’S ADVICE: GETTING STARTED ON WORLDBUILDING
Walsh suggests that the first steps should be to determine the scope of the game by identifying the
game genre, which tells the player what the rules of the world are and the writer on how the story
should be told. He also suggests determining the narrative genre, which tells players what to expect
from the story as “genre dictates certain narrative conventions [i.e. archetypes, themes] that define
what makes a story fit under its umbrella” (2008, p. 123).
The Game Narrative Toolbox (2015) reveals that worldbuilding is divided into two approaches: macro
and micro-worldbuilding. Macro is a “top-down approach” in which the writer works with broad
concepts, ideas, and themes, incorporating them into their world (for example, the scale of the world,
the core locations or the main countries). Micro, on the other hand, “starts small and expands out”,
beginning with things such like titular events, or a central city or main character (Heussner, et al. 2015,
p. 50), which Pramas suggests as the “more practical of the two because you are building as you need
to go.” (2012, p. 17). However, Heussner (2015) does note that some approaches work better
depending on the game type: in this case open world/sandbox games may benefit from a macro
approach as it helps determine the scale of the world and its scope.
To determine the high-level ideas of
the
setting,
Heussner
(2015)
recommends the World Overview
Document format which covers
overviews on topics such as the overall
setting, how magic works, worldaltering events and a summary of
conflict in the world. The D&D
Dungeon Master’s Guide (2015) also
recommends the concept of “Core
Assumptions”: short paragraphs that
explain a certain rule of how the
setting works. (fig 3)

fig 3: Core Assumptions Example

For Anbennar’s World Overview and Core Assumptions see [Appendix F].
The final consideration when starting off is adopting a research-led approach. Heussner (2015, p. 51)
suggests a strong focus on real-life history as “the scenarios, conflicts, characters, and settings are
plausible because their inspirations are plausible” and can inform new ideas on worldbuilding through
what-if scenarios: what if we have an event where the French Revoluton-analogue failed? The usage
of analogues is also promoted by Heussner (2015) as they make things more believable as “they take
details from something that actually exists, so it’s not hard for players consciously or unconsciously to
acknowledge their plausibility.“
In summary, determining the overall scopes and goals for the project will help influence and structure
the vision of the world. Research is one of the most important aspects of worldbuilding, and being
informed by taking a wide breadth of information will act as multiple sources of inspiration.
Additionally, by using overview documents and techniques like “Core Assumptions” the world’s
foundations, can be quickly established and built on.
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METHODOLOGY
The development is informed by the qualitative research from the contextual analysis of literature
related to worldbuilding, as well as embedded case-studies on the learnings and execution of
equivalent catalysts presented by EU4. The methodology is primarily practice-led, using the learnings
from literature and case-studies to influence the practical artefact: the Anbennar EU4 mod, which
proceeds to ask questions and raise considerations that the worldbuilding of the Anbennar setting
must answer. (fig 4)

fig 4: Idea Pipeline
The Idea Pipeline represents the process used in the development of the mod, and the relationship
between gameplay considerations (EU4’s questions) and how the worldbuilding narrative answers are
cultivated.
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DEVELOPMENT
This section analyses the most impactful catalysts EU4 provided to the worldbuilding of Anbennar, in
addition to case studies of other games that influenced the execution of said catalysts.

DETERMINING SCOPES AND THEMES
To determine the scope of the Anbennar setting I used Walsh’s advice to first establish the game and
narrative genre to form the foundation of the setting. In addition to that, EU4’s previously revealed
ability to simulate historicity and its 1444 – 1821 timeframe helped dictate Anbennar’s own
technological scope and core themes.
To support cohesion, I decided to have Anbennar cover the equivalent timeframe and themes to EU4
(such as colonization and religious reformation) as the systems and mechanics were already supported
by the base game. This differentiates Anbennar from most fantasy settings, as Anbennar focuses on
the early modern period rather than being stuck in a medieval era stasis like the majority of D&D
settings, like the Forgotten Realms (1987). While some settings do cover other time periods such as
Eberron (2002), which uses Magitek (magic and technology) to showcase modern advancements like
trains, or Lionhead Studios’ Fable series which moves from the medieval era to the 19th century by the
third game, not many actually cover the progression from one time-period to the next in a single game,
and therefore miss out possible socioeconomic issues or themes that can be explored otherwise.
However, Anbennar does, making it more interesting and unique from a narrative and USP (unique
selling point) point-of-view.
Heussner (2015) also suggests starting with a World Archetype [Appendix G] which defines the
fundamental, general world conflict. In Anbennar’s case I identified the Changing World as the most
fitting archetype, which is described as a “world awaiting a major change… [where] the conflict
[created is] so strong that the world will never be the same again” (Heussner, et al. 2015, p. 59). An
example given was the elves’ departure from Middle-Earth during the Lord of the Rings (1954); in
Anbennar’s case it is the exponential development of conventional technology and how that affects
or disrupts the balance of a typical fantasy world.
EU4 also influenced the narrative genre heavily. Its focus on grand-scale historical and political
diplomacy/conquest puts the setting at a morally ambiguous outlook: there generally is no clear good
vs. evil entities, and said entities themselves are entire countries, not singular heroes/villains. This
pulls Anbennar away from the typical Heroic Fantasy subgenre (built upon the heroes’ journey and
character-centric development) [Appendix H] or Tolkienesque High Fantasy which focuses more on
the good vs. evil story and the fate of the world. Instead it draws Anbennar to a Low or Political Fantasy
subgenre, where things are morally-grey, where heroes and villains still can and will do great things,
but countries and organizations can achieve even more, where conflicts are less about good vs. evil
and who’s morally right, but more about quantifiable and human desires such as resources or power.
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Another topic when influencing the fundamentals of Anbennar was the degree of the setting’s
adherence to the trope Fantasy Kitchen Sink. Its objective is “to provide every possible option, a terrain
of every flavor, nations and wilderness to suit every possible adventures… [as well as] cultures,
societies, and religions by the yard and by the ton.” (Baur. 2012, p. 107). An example of this would be
The Elder Scrolls or D&D’s Forgotten Realms which includes regions that serve as analogues to
numerous real-life counterparts (e.g. Faerun is Europe, Kara-Tur is Asia), as well a wide host of
creatures and monsters from various folklores and the stories associated with them (e.g. A cosmic
horror cthulu-esque campaign, an orc invasion campaign, a aztec-inspired exploration campaign).
Baur compares this to ‘feature creep’ in game development (the tendency to increase the project
beyond its original scope) but despite that he does see its benefit, saying that it does allow the setting
to be more accessible to a larger audience and therefore draw more interest and business. He does
warn however that a Kitchen Sink will eventually collapse under its own weight due to the need to
cover more and more information raised by the Kitchen Sink itself. He also highlights that many longrunning settings often hit the ‘reset button’ to overhaul cumbersome worlds: using a previous
example, D&D’s Forgotten Realms had its second overhaul in 2014 with the in-lore event The Second
Sundering.
As for Anbennar, I ended up going with the typical D&D approach of catering to the Fantasy Kitchen
Sink, mainly as I was worldbuilding for an entire world (and our real-life is a bit of a kitchen sink
anyways), but more importantly because I wanted to emulate the foundations of a generic fantasy
setting like Forgotten Realms due to its familiarity with the general audience. Heussner (2015, p. 57)
supports this usage of familiarity, saying it “helps players to overcome their fear of the new and stay
long enough to get invested in your game.”
The final consideration brought by EU4 was its Ages mechanic. The game is split up into different
historical periods (ages), such as the Age of Discovery, which in turn focuses and unlocks specific
gameplay features relevant to that age (in this case, Age of Discovery covers exploration and
colonization). This influenced me to develop the high-level ages for Anbennar, which allowed some
thematic control over certain time periods, helping balance against the Fantasy Kitchen Sink aspect
above. For example, the Age of Greentide seeks to evoke High Fantasy ideals of a final war between
good vs. evil, as well as supporting the adventurer power-fantasy seen in D&D. On the other hand, the
Witch Kings Era leads the setting down the Low/Dark Fantasy path and showcases the abuse of magic
and its repercussions (witch-hunts), evoking instead the evil wizard-king power-fantasy.
For more information about the other Ages in Anbennar see [Appendix I].
Overall, EU4’s inherent qualities heavily influenced the core foundations of Anbennar. Anbennar
focuses on the progression of a generic High Fantasy world to a Low Fantasy one due to the nature of
technology and the advancement of civilization in general, and seeks to explore the themes raised in
EU4 but within a fantasy context.
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TOOLS OF EXPOSITION
The vast histories and lore coming from worldbuilding
raises the question: How do we actually tell the
audience all of it? Heussner, et al (2015, p. 57) says you
don’t: “assuming every player wants to learn everything
about your world is the quickest way to ensure they
don’t listen to your dialogue at all” and instead harkens
to the idea of the cultural (in our case worldbuilding)
iceberg. (fig 5)
Heussner (2015) continues to say that only 10% of
worldbuilding content is directly relevant to the players,
while the rest serves to influence and add depth. It also
provides context for the rest of the team (e.g. an artist
may need to know more about the cultures and
traditions of a certain people to inform their sketches).
fig 5: The Iceberg
Dille (2007) suggests that “exposition is the hardest and most awkward part of game writing” due to
games’ nature as an active medium. Extra Credits (2013) highlights this, saying that games have very
little space for written word compared to literature or film, as not only does the game have to balance
gameplay and writing, but writing must fight with itself, as exposition is used both for narrative
purposes, as well as to tell the player how to play the game itself. Despite this, games’ interactive
nature does present new ways to portray exposition.
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LEARNINGS FROM OTHER GAMES
Type
Flavour Text

Description
Item descriptions, tooltips, etc

Journal Entries,
Audio Logs
Dialogue

Collectibles that can cover any subject whilst
facilitating exploration
NPC-based, ranging from ambient chatter to
conversations
Visually-led, e.g. exploring a location and
interpreting the events that occurred there
Often an accessible menu that contains
encyclopaedia-like lore about the world

Environmental
Storytelling
Codex

Common Genres
Any, Strategy is very reliant on
this
Utilized well in action games,
including shooters
Character-led narratives, RPGs
Action-adventure, Sandbox
RPGs
Lore-heavy worlds, RPGs

table 1: Types of Exposition in Games
See [Appendix J] for a more detailed analysis and good examples in other games
A common trend of engaging exposition across the analysis is one that Extra Credits (2013) suggests:
a more personalized style of exposition. Instead of simply stating facts or descriptions, they give us
more context on the subject by providing quotes, stories and in general, telling us more about the
speaker as well as the subject itself. By seeing the world through the eyes of one of its inhabitants, we
form a personal connection to them, and in proxy, the setting as a whole.

fig 6: Draugr Bestiary Page
A great example is in God of War (Santa Monica Studio, 2018) in which the Codex, in the form of a
Bestiary, tells us about a specific monster, an image, in-game advantages as well as
description/context given by the deuteragonist, the player character’s son Atreus. What makes this
effective is the inclusion of a personal point-of-view from Atreus; and given that the game is all about
the relationship between Kratos (the player character) and Atreus, it makes it all the more important.
Also, by adding information useful to the gameplay (the bullet points) in the Bestiary, it allows players
not necessarily interested in lore engage in it naturally instead of specifically seeking it out.
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EXPOSITION IN ANBENNAR
For the Anbennar mod, the mechanics surrounding exposition was very much dictated by the EU4
platform. There was no support for any voiced dialogue or journal entry type exposition, and instead
would be led by flavour text, the most common type of exposition for strategy games.
The first type is through Events. These work similarly to choose-your-own-adventure books, in which
panels pop-up at random intervals or if a prerequisite is met and allow the country to choose their
course of action, leading to in-game outcomes. These events can be generic, country-specific or
related to an Age, and can be used for any kind of subject from the rise of an influential figure, famous
laws or iconic situations in a country’s history: for example, the Gunpowder Plot for England. These
events can affect multiple countries at once, and one country’s choices can trigger events for others.
It can also expand to event trees, made up of multiple events, which act like ongoing stories: an
example is the Small Country Rebellion events in Anbennar, which deal with halfling revolt and the
declaration of their independent state. These event pop-ups give the most space for written text and
is where most of the storytelling/worldbuilding aspect of the game will come from, e.g. an event
surrounding a specific city could tell us lore we wouldn’t get from just playing the game.
In base EU4 these events are already characterized, being in the point-of-view of the player’s country
and as such the Anbennar mod will follow the convention.

fig 7: Gunpowder Plot Event
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The second is Tooltips. These tooltips convey useful gameplay-specific overviews of certain concepts,
such as religions, technological discoveries or context behind country decision options (fig 8). The
tooltips used in the mod will follow the same design ethos as base EU4, and should give a layman
reader the basic idea of new concepts raised by Anbennar such as its custom religions (fig 9). As they
appear throughout the game, specific applications of Tooltips will be covered in later sections and the
application of personalization within them.

fig 8: Decisions

fig 9: Anbennar Regent Court deities

The third is the Startup Screen, which appears at the beginning of the game upon the selection of a
country. The screen gives the player context on the recent events the country has faced, the situation
with its neighbours as well as general advice on the avenues of growth the player could take. In the
mod I modified the format somewhat, dividing the section into a Quote, Primer and Recent History.
The Quote calls back to the personalization aspect, and adds a point-of-view from an inhabitant of the
setting. The Primer gives an overview on the country itself such as its origins, the people that inhabit
it and any other notable quirks it has, something that can give the player a bit more information on
the country they’re playing without going into the wiki. Recent History covers the same information
as base EU4, and deals with more relevant information to the present, similarly to a film’s opening.

fig 10: Lorent’s Startup Screen
Overall EU4 is quite limited in direct exposition mechanics and instead rely on optional non-intrusive
ones. Ideally the text and concepts presented will evoke tangential learning, in which the player will
self-educate themselves in a topic exposed to them in a medium they enjoy, in this case, games. In
order to evoke the personal type of exposition, some devices such as missions and the startup screen
are written in the point-of-view of an in-world writer (instead of an omnipotent unbiased one), giving
some personality to what the player reads, much like how God of War’s (2018) Bestiary is handled.
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CHARACTERIZATION
As mentioned before, open-ended/sandbox games rely less on the main plot but on the world and its
inhabitants instead. Lebowitz and Klug (2011, p. 232) say that “most settings are nothing without the
characters that inhabit them”, and that for player-driven stories specifically, they are the cause of “its
charm and personality”.
Sheldon (2013) states that we should “reveal character [traits, personality] through action”. Within
the game, this is what characters do and what the traits and merits they have that make them good
at what they do. He suggests that the main way to give characters personality is to make sure they
serve more purposes than to serve the game itself: they must have their own wants, desires and
conflicts independent of the player’s. Skolnick (2014, p. 7) states that “the fuel of fiction is conflict”
and presents a “want/but pattern” structure (not restricted to violent conflicts): ‘X wants Y but Z is
preventing it’. See [Appendix K] for more on conflict.
In strategy games characterization can be a difficult task, given that the player consists of a group or
nation of people instead of one character, and those they interact with are the same. The countries
and factions themselves must be treated as characters in their stead, and how this is done is highly
dependent on the systems available in the game.
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LEARNINGS FROM OTHER GAMES
Aside from aesthetic differences such as unit visuals, flags and colours, a common technique to
differentiate factions is to provide unique in-game advantages and bonuses. A strong example of this
is in the Civilization franchise, in which each country has a multitude of unique in-game bonuses such
as special units, abilities, and buildings. Civilization VI (Firaxis Games, 2016) builds on this further,
adding an AI-behaviour component to each faction via Leader Agendas, e.g. England gets the Sun
Never Sets agenda, encouraging it to settle on every continent much akin to reality. Both in-game
bonuses and the AI-component supports Sheldon’s (2013) “reveal personality through action”, as
countries will act differently from each and will excel in different aspects of the game.
Civilization also brings about a more novel technique which is to include a figurehead character for
the faction. This can be seen the Command and Conquer series’ live footage cutscenes feature, leading
the popularity of the character Kane, who ranks consistently as one of the most popular video game
villains of all time (GamesRadar, 2018), harkening back to the personalized style of exposition, in this
case, it promotes a face and human personality to associate a faction with.

fig 11: Command & Conquer cutscene featuring Kane
Some games take the above and implement it within the confines of gameplay itself, such as in
Warcraft III (Blizzard Entertainment, 2002) or Napoleon: Total War (Creative Assembly, 2010), which
features iconic hero units from the setting like Illidan or Napoleon, allowing the game to not only
depict them and their traits mechanically but also their personality via dialogue. These characters are
usually supported across transmedia, from other games, books, or in Napoleon’s case throughout
history, which allows the player to gain more context on them through tangential learning if the
interest arises.
The learnings gained from other strategy games is this: using unique in-game bonuses to differentiate
factions allows us to explore the personality traits and backstory that allows those bonuses to take
effect, creating a connection between narrative and gameplay, and making the backstory relevant to
the present game itself. Baur (2011, p. 11) agrees with this, saying that by “paying attention to the
part of the setting that matters, the part that the [players] touch” the setting will be much richer, more
active and livelier for it. Also, by providing in-game characters to associate with factions, it creates a
human, personal link to the faction which fits Skolnick’s (2014) suggestion: the best way to make us
care about the setting is to make us care about the characters within it.
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CHARACTERIZATION IN ANBENNAR
EU4 lacks the visual systems to create figurehead characters or even hero units in-game. It does
however support unique rulers and advisors through in-game Events but their characterization
remains in the realm of flavour text, as the mechanics behind them bear no difference from any other
character. There are some events, however, that are triggered if specific characters are in play, and
could be an interesting way to provide a more traditional narrative, for example: in Anbennar the
Corintar faction under Lothane Bluetusk can trigger events relating to discovering his ancestry and the
direction of the Cortinar itself. Using the wiki format suggested in Exposition also helps with this,
allowing the players to learn tangentially about certain characters that can be encountered in-game
similarly to the iconic hero units mentioned before.
Like the other strategy games EU4 also asks the foundational information required to the worldbuilder
when creating new countries, such as its current ruler, its flags and colours, and more importantly: the
mechanical bonuses that set each country apart.
The main way to do so is via Country Ideas, in which the lore is presented by tooltip exposition. In EU4
each country has a unique set of ideas, which give in-game advantages when unlocked. These ideas
often tell us more about the country by identifying their unique traits: showing us what sets the
country apart from the others, and in gameplay-terms allows the country to excel in certain aspects
of the game. An example of this would be English Ideas, which generally give England naval bonuses.
Below (fig 12) we see the tooltip for the idea The Sick and Hurt Board which tells us about a historical
organization within England, as well as the in-game benefits it gives. This can be used in Anbennar to
highlight the unique flairs of each country, from famous locations, edicts, units, to events that made
the country what it is today.

fig 12: English Ideas
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The second type corelates to Sheldon’s (2013) advice in which each country must have their own
wants and desires, which is done via the Missions Tree.
This system simulates the want/but pattern by giving unique objectives for countries to accomplish
and rewards them for doing so - in terms of exposition it tells us more about the specific objective and
why it’s there, even giving reasons from the country’s point-of-view. The missions also serve to
support and guide countries in their goals in-game, for example Lorent’s objectives will influence it to
fight for the halfling suzerainty of the Small Country (fig 13). By forcing the developer to create unique
missions for each country, it asks the worldbuilder about the country’s motivations and goals, and
when each country has their own distinct wants/desires: the world is more alive for it.

fig 13: Lorentish Mission Tree
In addition to external conflict, EU4 also allows internal ones. As Baur (2012, p. 52) suggests “a nation
with no conflicts within itself… [is] boring for gaming or narrative”. This is supported by the Disasters
mechanic, which simulate disasters in each country when a prerequisite is fulfilled, triggering a vast
number of events that provides a narrative for the disaster; some disasters are country-specific, which
can characterize a country further, for example: the War of the Roses for England.
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The Visuals provided a foundation for characterization seen on the map. Firstly, colour theory was
widely used to convey relationships between countries, for example: Lorent and Gawed are red and
blue respectively, innately referring to the red vs. blue relationship ingrained in the mind. We can also
see familiar relationships by keeping countries in the same colour groups, using Lorent again: its
vassals are shades of red to show that while the country is divided, these countries do belong under
the Lorentish crown. We also see relationships via the heraldic flags of the countries itself, using
recurring motifs like roses to associate Lorentish countries with each other. (fig 14)

fig 14: Flags with the Lorentish Rose

The ability-enhancing aspects of Missions and Ideas provide the mechanical bonuses learned from
other games. For example, by asking the question ‘why does this country get a bonus in this field?’,
the worldbuilder is challenged to present an in-lore answer, which proves as a vital catalyst for
ensuring each country has a flavour of its own.
Finally, the placement of the countries in-game can also influence both the country and world map:
when a country is placed in-game the worldbuilder can see its situation geographically and politically,
and can inform possible backstory. Conversely, as Roberts (2012, p. 41) suggests “a country’s culture
and history is often closely tied to its geography. If we define our countries first, the geography will
follow”. An example in Anbennar would be Lorent, a country known for its chivalry and knights, which
beckoned the question ‘why did the country develop such a strong cavalry tradition?’ which then
inspired the plains/flatlands terrain around it.
In general, the requirements of creating a country in EU4 is an excellent catalyst for worldbuilding: in
addition to the above, one must also answer the question of the country’s ruler, what
cultures/religions they have, what their government type is, etc, ensuring that each created country
has a good foundation of characterization from the very start.
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THE BOX, AKA THE WORLD ITSELF
Maps are arguably the greatest type of exposition, especially in sandbox games. They provide a
reference point for the player and their findings, as well as context for the world itself, something
especially useful in fantasy fiction where the reader enters a new world unlike our own. Roberts (2012,
p. 40) suggests that fantasy worlds and cartography have a special relationship. He continues: “if I
open a fantasy novel, the first thing I look for is the map. If I can’t find it, I’m lost.” At its minimum,
maps help players suspend their belief by providing “an illusion… names on a map should spark
imagination and give players a hint of undiscovered wonders” (Roberts. 2012, p. 40), though one could
argue that maintaining the illusion is not enough, and should strive for real consistency as suggested
by Tolkien’s Secondary Belief instead.
The most important catalyst given by EU4 is the world map itself, which serves as the core foundation
and key visual of the game. Due to the nature of grand-strategy it allows Anbennar to evoke Secondary
Belief: these places aren’t an illusion, but are a tangible and core aspect for the world and gameplay.
EU4’s Clausewitz Engine simulates a high-level world map, allowing the creation of rivers, oceans,
forests and the like, as well as simulation of trade winds and seasons. It divides the world into
provinces (land or sea) each with its own characteristics, such as terrain type (hills, deserts),
development (income/infrastructure) and what trade goods it produces (gold, cloth, livestock), in
addition to politically-related variables such as its owner, what cultures live there and what religion
they follow. These can be shown in their own individual distribution map which provides information
and context with ease (fig 15). The need to cover these variables is an excellent catalyst for
worldbuilding, allowing the worldbuilder to cover the basics of the environment. While it may not be
important that province X makes grain, it could influence other parts of worldbuilding such as the
country that owns it, or the people that live there: e.g. the halfling Small Country provinces primarily
make grain, which naturally made it a contested region for its neighbours Lorent and Gawed.

fig 15: Show, don’t tell - we can see the Halfling Small Country is a major breadbasket
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Due to the mechanics-led nature of the map, it also provokes thought in gameplay considerations.
One could create a natural chokepoint in the geography to initially serve as an interesting level design,
but due to the consideration of gameplay, it also affects the narrative world: if it works in-game,
players will care and pay attention to it, meaning that historical actors in the world’s history will also
care for it in the same way.
EU4’s World Map is its most powerful catalyst, and one that brings all the tools mentioned before
together. It can be influenced by predetermined ideas, or it can influence ideas that need fleshing out:
a county placed in the map is immediately given new context and opportunities for the worldbuilder
to play with. This is especially important in sandbox games, where the setting is all that matters, and
at the core of the setting is the physical world itself. By forcing technical questions that the
worldbuilder must answer (e.g. what goods does this province make?), it guarantees a more fleshed
out world than one would get otherwise.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the research first explored the nature of worldbuilding for games-in-mind as well as
considerations and advice given by literature on the subject. By the practical creation of the Anbennar
mod, a fantasy setting was created through the influence of both literature, as well as EU4 as a catalyst
for worldbuilding. In addition, by analysing relevant games, the development was informed of
engaging and successful practices that helped influence the execution of the catalysts for the mod.
EU4’s nature as a strategy game with the focus on historicity gave the platform a wide range of
concepts to simulate, which matches well with the high-level goals of macro-worldbuilding. In
addition, the sandbox nature of the game provided a vast multitude of questions that the worldbuilder
must answer, as well as shifting the focus of the game less on any main plot but rather the setting,
which itself is the core of worldbuilding.
These gameplay-related questions bind the world, backstory and lore to the interactive and relevant
nature of play. When the lore is directly attached, even married, to gameplay considerations, the
divide between lore dumps and exposition narrows – and the engagement with lore becomes a natural
process.
Overall the development of the mod went well, though the weaknesses of EU4 was shown through its
lack of more modern visually-led or personable systems, such as support for figurehead characters or
hero units. Much of the expository text itself was encyclopaedic but through the case-study learnings
the design ethos for the Anbennar mod be changed to cater to the more successful personalized style.
In the end, EU4 did prove as a strong catalyst, and aided in the creation of a fleshed-out region
(Cannor, an analogous region akin to Europe both in inhabitants and scale) in-game.
Worldbuilding inside a box, inside the EU4 framework, is more of a boon than a curse, providing a
much-needed structure to guide and motivate the process of worldbuilding. It is due to the box’s
questioning and challenging nature that the setting itself is held to a higher standard and bound to
the applied nature of game development. In EU4 specifically, it ensures that the setting, its
inhabitants, and the world have a very strong foundation and characterization in the lore from the
very start. It is only because of this strong foundation given by the box that Anbennar can now grow
even further, branching out from the infrastructure it was given into a truly transmedia setting.
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APPENDIX C
How EU4 Works
eu4.paradoxwikis.com (n.d.) Beginner’s guide - Europa Universalis 4 Wiki. Available at:
https://eu4.paradoxwikis.com/Beginner%27s_guide (Accessed 22nd April 2018)
quill18. (2016) Europa Universalis 4 - Castile - Tutorial for Beginners! #1 - Diplomacy and Politics!
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaLP7m_g5Q4 (Accessed 21 April 2018).

List of concepts EU4 simulates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technological advancement from 1444 – 1821 and Institutions (e.g. printing press)
Simplified dynastic succession
Flow of trade
Industrial Revolution
Exploration and Colonisation
Revolutions
Holy Roman Empire imperial elections
Internal factions and estates
Religious Reformation
Absolutism (Absolute Monarchy)
Catholic papal elections
Islamic schools of thought
Hindu deity system
Aztec doomsday religions
Vassalage and Client States
Espionage
Government types: Monarchy, Republics, Theocracies, Tribal rule
Parliaments
Ottoman Harems
Mamluk Slave Rulers
Chinese Empire, Mandate of Heaven and Manchu Banners
Japanese Daimyo and Shogunate systems
Wars and Casus Belli

Information taken from the EU4 wikia:
eu4.paradoxwikis.com (n.d.) Mechanics - Europa Universalis 4 Wiki. Available at:
https://eu4.paradoxwikis.com/Mechanics (Accessed 22nd April 2018)
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APPENDIX D

Research and table by Jayhant Saulog
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APPENDIX E
“non-linear interactive storytelling is one of the many innovations that video games have
created” -Larry Hryb, 2015
Heussner, et al. (2015) says that “most of the famous story-driven, non-linear games, such as
BioWare’s or Telltale’s products, actually have “branching narratives”. However, Lee Sheldon refutes
the branching structure as being non-linear, claiming that “there is still authorial control over the
progression of the story because branching is really just a form of linear storytelling” (2013, p. 321).
Another writer, Lebowitz, proposes that branching narratives are actually in the centre of the
interactive storytelling spectrum (fig 16) and instead identifies two other narrative structures that
adheres much closer to non-linearity.

fig 16: The Storytelling Spectrum
Open-Ended Stories are games such as Fallout 3 (Bethesda Game Studios, 2008) or MMOs like World
of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) that “outside the main plot, tend to offer a large world that
players are more or less free to explore during most parts of the game” (Lebowitz and Klug. 2011, p.
205), instead offering a large amount of side quests and side plotlines in addition to the main story.
On the other hand, Fully Player-Driven Stories refer to sandbox games such as Dungeons & Dragons
(Wizards of the Coast, 1997), Sunless Sea (Failbetter Games, 2015) or even Minecraft (Mojang, 2009)
where the game’s objectives are determined by the player themselves, and the main plot is often
absent due to its restrictive nature over player freedom (Lebowitz, 2011, p. 227).
The structure of the two above is similar to Heussner, et al’s definition open narratives. “a good nonlinear narrative follows no predefined sequence of events. Instead, it is built out of small story blocks
that can be triggered once a precondition is met.” (Heussner, et al. 2015). This works well with EU4
via the game’s mechanics of decisions, in which one can, for example, activate events or form new
countries when a perquisite is met – which very much follows Heussner and co.’s statement.
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fig 17: A visualization of open narratives, with the same tasks but different paths

The greatest strength of both structures is their high-level of player freedom (Lebowitz. 2011, p. 217)
which also serves as its greatest weakness: the more freedom the player has, the more he/she should
be able to do, which means more development time and cost on creating mechanics, assets and all
sorts of gameplay possibilities and pathways (Lebowitz. 2011, p. 244). Lebowitz continues to say that
due to this complexity, narratives for these types are “very tricky to write, and in fact, frequently
feature shorter and simpler main plots than games that use less player-driven forms of storytelling”
(2011, p. 206). Additionally, he also says that such player freedom (e.g. to do quests at any time, such
as stopping the main quest progression in favour of optional side quests) “significantly weakens the
structure, pacing, and emotional impact of the plot and making it easy players to get lost or
sidetracked” (Lebowitz. 2011, p. 224)
To counter the weakness in pacing and simpler (or even lack of) a main plot, Chris Klug suggests that
“a heavy focus is placed on developing the setting” instead, in addition to the optional activities and
side quests for the player to do. He also goes on to say that while traditional storywriting is challenged
by the question “how can I make this interesting”, writing for non-linear games is instead “a new kind
of challenge for the writer”, asking “have I created an interesting enough world so that the players
can create compelling stories for themselves?” (Klug. 2011, p. 206).
In terms of execution Extra Credits (2014) presents two options: the first option is to build towns,
settlements, etc as independent pieces which is cost efficient and versatile, though can sometimes
lack coherency (e.g. more of a random placement of locations than one that makes sense or
connects). The second option is more favoured by both the Extra Credits cast as well as Lee Sheldon
(2013, p. 329 - 339) which suggests a modular approach akin to Dungeons & Dragons adventure
modules like Curse of Strahd (Wizards of the Coast, 2016) which lends to the collaborative creation
of a region, its story points and all its details so “that each of the zones on the map feel like a unified
place with a mini narrative running through it.” (Extra Credits, 2014), much akin to how each of
World of Warcraft’s locales have its own event and questlines running through it.
Heussner (2015) builds upon this idea of combining both linear and non-linear storytelling, calling it
multilevel storytelling. In short, it focuses on the idea that interactive stories always consist of at
least two stories: the Player Story (what the player experiences through his or her actions and
imagination.) and the World Story (everything created by the designers to support the player’s
experience, including the environment, enemies, plot, and dialogue). This can be seen in games such
as the MMO Star Wars: The Old Republic (BioWare Austin, 2011) in which the player has not only a
personal single-player class storyline akin to BioWare RPGs of old, but can also choose to engage in
larger world stories both in the planet they’re in and game expansions – this idea has even been
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emulated recently by big MMO name Blizzard in their latest expansion: World of Warcraft: Legion
(2016).
This structure also works perfectly in regard to the practical artefact, the Anbennar mod for EU4, which
in-fact adheres to this methodology already. In EU4 the sandbox element begins when you press start,
as well as the actions you do in-game: e.g. as England, you could stay as a Catholic country and
ahistorically conquer all of Russia. You also have your own Player Story in the form our own actions in
the sandbox environment as well as country-specific events, such as the War of the Roses or the
Gunpowder Plot for England. In addition, EU4 also has mechanics to convey the World Story, where it
be events related to your local area or region (e.g. Europe) or more importantly events and narratives
relating to the Age at the time: for example, during the Age of Reformation, religious upheaval hits
Europe and the rise of the Protestant faith challenges the old Catholic regime. As Heussner, et al.
(2015, p. 122) notes “the world story delivers the context for the players’ stories, but then it moves
on with or without them”, in the example’s case: The Protestant Reformation could bring up events
related to England’s historical context of Henry VIII and the Anglican Church, but player as England
could just ignore any nudges towards that path and remain wholly Catholic; whether they convert or
not is the players choice but the Age of Reformation will happen with or without them. This supports
the idea of evoking Secondary Belief, that the setting itself is a living, breathing entity rather than a
backdrop for the main story.
EU4 has the capability to cater all three types of structure, but through the research it’s clear that
multilevel storytelling should form the basis of any story or interactive narrative shown to be shown
in-game, and as such, the worldbuilding behind those will have to serve the game first and second,
after all: “gameplay is the core building block of interactive narrative” (Byrant, R and Giglio, K. 2015)
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APPENDIX G
Core Assumptions taken from the Fifth Edition Dungeon Master’s Guide (Wizards of the Coast, 2015)

CORE ASSUMPTIONS
The Nobility are Half-Elves
•

The mating of noble humans and migrant elves made the modern nobility predominantly
half-elven

Elves are New
•

Elves only arrived ~400 years ago, instead of your typical few millennia, but have firmly
entrenched themselves amongst the upper echelons of human society

The World Can be Tamed
•

Monsters are being pushed back, and civilization fights amongst itself for the right to rule

The Gods Are Distant
•

It is unsure if Gods exist, but they have proved some sort of divine influence over history –
though they do not speak to their followers

Kept Assumptions from base D&D:
The World is Magical
•

Practitioners of magic are relatively few in number, but they leave evidence of their craft
everywhere.

The World is Ancient
•

Empires rise and fall, leaving few places relatively untouched by imperial grandeur or decay.
War, time and natural forces eventually claim the mortal world, leaving it rich with places of
adventure and mystery

Conflict Shapes the World’s History
•

Powerful individuals strive to make their mark on the world, and factions and like-minded
individuals can alter the course of history.
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World Archetypes taken from The Game Narrative Toolbox (2015)

DIFFERENT WORLD ARCHETYPES
Sometimes it’s helpful to start with an archetype when creating a new world. This archetype defines
the fundamental, general world conflict. Here are a few suggestions. This list only mentions some
common archetypes and is not complete, but it should be helpful when you start your next world,
and even when you figure out your own archetypes.
Changing World
This is a world awaiting a major change. Forces within or from outside the world have created a
conflict so strong that the world will never be the same again. The moment the change is decided is
when the players/audience enter the scene. Example: Middle-earth at the time of
. Middle-earth in the Third Age is on the brink of change. The elves are leaving, and humankind
needs to take responsibility for the world. Part of the global conflict in
is
whether humankind will step into this role or leave the world to those who want to destroy it.

Other possible worlds for Anbennar were:
Besieged World – (The Greentide)
This is a world that is attacked by an outside force or beings from another world, dimension, etc.
Example: Thedas (world of
). The life in Thedas is threatened by the Blight. The Blight is
formed by demonic creatures with the goal to conquer and destroy the world. These creatures and
their threat “besiege” the world of Thedas.

Fallen (Dystopia) World – (Witch Kings Era)
All hope is lost. Everything has ended with the worst possible outcome. Suff ering and war are more
orless the usual in such worlds. Example: Warhammer Fantasy setting. Similar to the
franchise, the fantasy version of this universe is also painted by war. It’s a very hopeless and
dark fantasy in which life has barely any meaning, and everything is about a constant struggle
against despair. Warhammer Fantasy and
are both fallen and war-torn worlds.
While
is a little stronger on the war-torn side, Warhammer Fantasy is stronger on
the dystopian side.
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APPENDIX F

SETTING
The game takes place in a low-mid fantasy world akin to the themes of Dragon Age or The Witcher.
The main story takes place in the continent of Cannor, analogous to our Europe in real-life in the
year 1444 both in environment and technological development.
The continent of Cannor is dominated by the Dameshead, an inland sea resembling a woman’s head
looking westwards. It is a major trade route that is dominated on all sides by the Empire of
Anbennar, a once-great magocratic Empire now turned into a melting-pot of fantasy races and
squabbling half-elven nobility (who just happen to wield magic). In general terms, Anbennar is
analogous to the Holy Roman Empire of history – a decentralized empire that fights amongst itself as
much as it does with others.
Anbennar derives itself from the elven words meaning “communion” or “joining”, referring to the
joining of elves and humans in both alliance and blood when they first arrived in the year 1000 from
the west. In most recent history, the word Anbennar has become a synonymous word “unity” for all
peoples and races of Cannor.
Other major nations in the setting includes the Kingdom of Lorent which lies to the west of
Anbennar and its rival, the northern eagle of Gawed – taking inspiration from France and Game of
Thrones’ the North respectively. Both kingdoms have fought amongst each other throughout history,
often over who should be the rightful suzerain of the bountiful halfling Small Country which lies
inbetween their lands.
At the beginning of the game Cannor is recovering from the Lilac Wars, in which the previous
Emperor, the Grand Duke of Dameria, tried to usurp the throne of Lorent. While the west of Cannor
rages on in a war for greed, the east was beset by the Greentide: an enormous orcish horde that has
destroyed all in its wake – leaving the once-great east a free-for-all for adventurers and aspirantkings.
Finally, a strong west wind begins to blow, with many eyes looking to the lost elven continent of
Aelantir as a refuge and place of opportunity from the war-torn east.

TECHNOLOGY/MAGIC
In terms of technology it’s what we had in our real Renaissance. Heavy full plate armour is the topof-the-line (thanks to the dwarves of the world) and the advent of guns is soon to come.
With the rediscovery of the elven continent of Aelantir, the Age of Artificers will soon begin –
throwing the setting in a world of magic-powered-technology (much like the Eberron setting) and an
eventual archaeological-arms-race.
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Magic is not hereditary but it is very likely that magical potency is related to blood. Two strong
magic-users will often have an offspring with even stronger potential. This has led to the rise of a
dominant half-elven nobility in Cannor (due to the fact that 1. Elven blood is more potent in magic
and 2. Humans were the ruling caste before the elves came, so their offsprings were their heirs).

WORLD-ALTERING EVENTS
The Day of Ashen Skies
In the Year 0 the entirety of the world was devoured in ash and death. With it the world was reborn
anew, and the diminishing flame of magic was reignited like a phoenix from the ashes.
It originated in western elven homeland of Aelantir, which ended their civilization and shattered the
continent apart. The rest of the world took a fraction of its destruction, with widescale flooding,
volcanoes, earthquakes and the like destroying many ancient cities and civilizations of Cannor and
the beyond.
With the event came magic, and magic slowly went from an ancient art of ritual and divine selection
to something that could be studied and tamed: humanity had a new weapon to fight back the
creatures of myth and legend.
In Aelantir, the entire continent became inhospitable, with even setting foot on land causing death.
A few lucky survivors banded together onto ships and created the Remnant Fleet, and sailed away
from their destroyed homeland in search for better homes. During their time lost at sea the elven
people slowly forgot their history, and even worse, found that their immortality was forfeit. By the
time the elves had found land, four to five generations of elven lives had passed.
The Landing
1000 years after the Day of Ashen Skies the Remnant Fleet was struck by an almighty storm,
destroying its main ships and causing many to be lost at sea.
During this ordeal, a navigator sang to the Moon and plead for the salvation of his people, and in a
surprise: the moon sang back. The navigator led the remains of the fleet to the centre of the
Dameshead in Cannor, where a large island lay, known as the Damesear.
There they met the human inhabitants and were beckoned in by the Queen of the region, who had
been chosen by the Moon Goddess, the Dame, as her chosen champion. It was she who had led the
elves to her domain and despite being low on supplies in the middle of winter, she shared her
provisions with the elves in what would become a yearly holiday celeberation: Lansday.
The navigator became known as The Moonsinger and wed the Queen, and it was with their
communion that the first half-elf was born – and the first of the half-elven Silver Families: the House
of Silmuna.
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The Greentide
In 1424 Eastern Cannor (Escann) was invaded

CULTURES
Humans
The majority of Cannor are humans of various cultures, the most dominant ones being Alenic and
Anbennarians.
The Alenic peoples see their origins in the harsh and gruff forests of the Alenic Expanse north of the
Dameshead. They are analogous to English and Germanic cultures.
The Anbennarians are the humans who have primarily lived in the Dameshead and the later Empire
of Anbennar, and have since become adopters of elven culture, ways and learnings. While not all
Anbennarians share elven blood, the majority of Anbennarian nobility do. They are analogous to
Latin cultures, primarily the French.
Elves
Elves in the world are split into three different subgroups:
Moon Elves are those who live near the Dameshead. These are the elves of Munas Moonsinger that
formed a communion with their new neighbours. Moon Elves are the most common type of elf and
are known for their gregarious and extroverted nature.
Sun Elves are those that followed Munas to Cannor but instead went through to the Divenhal Sea
instead of the Dameshead. There they subjugated the human peoples who had previously been
ruled by gnollish overlords. They are your typical snobby elf and see themselves as the true heirs of
Aelantir and wish to revive the empire they once had.
The Wood Elves are the rarest and most reclusive type of elf. Their origins lie from an early group of
moon elven wanderers who had been sent east to fight in the War of the Sorcerer King. However
instead they were lost in the ancient woods of the Verdant Expanse and have only made themselves
known again in 1317, 127 years before the game started.
Not all elves can wield magic, but those that do are more potent than their human counterparts.
Elves are generally taller than humans and bare little-to-no facial hair. Elves live for about 400 years,
so while no elves from the time before The Landing are alive, there are many that have known elves
who were.
Dwarves
Dwarves primarily reside in the Serpentspine Mountains in lonely holds surrounded by the collapsed
tunnels of their once-great Empire, now infested by orcs and goblinoids. Many dwarves recall that
their long and slow decay started well before the Day of Ashen Skies, but none know how it truly
began. Many dwarves have since abandoned their dwarven holds and made a living primarily in
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Escann (Eastern Cannor) and have made a name for themselves in the arts of trade and smithing –
helping the ancient human kingdom of Castanor forge their walls that still stand to this day.
With the advent of the Greentide only a few dwarven holds remain, but with all the orcs out in the
surface this could mean another, true and proper chance to reclaim the Dwarovar and unite all of
dwarf-kind.
Dwarves are a stern and honourable people, and hold their clans (both surface and underground) to
great respect. Most dwarves either live in dwarven holds close to the surface or amongst other races
in cities. Dwarves live to about 200-300 years old.
Gnomes
The gnomes come from the Dragon Coast to the northwest of the Dameshead. During ancient
history, the Gnomish Hierarchy was a great power that rivalled the human nations Damerian
Republic (centered around the Dameshead) and the Castanorian Empire (centered in Escann).
However, in the year 400 the Dragonwake hit and caused the awakening of millions of kobolds to
swarm the gnomish homeland. By 1444 the gnomes have only two places to their name: the islandcity of Nimscodd just off the coast and the port-city of Portnamm further down neighbouring human
Lorent.
Gnomes are an ingenious people known for the tactile subterfuge and intellectual brilliance. Their
magical prowess closely matches those of the elves but while the elves seek to harness their gifts
naturally many gnomes have gone to great technological lengths to control and subjugate magic
instead: leading to the growing art of Artificery.
Halflings
The halfling peoples have long since lived under another nation’s boot, in ancient times they were
divided amongst the Gnomish Hierarchy and the Damerian Republic, in recent times they find
themselves under the rose-thorn’d boot of Lorent and under the talons of Gawed.
Halflings are a divided people and those born on the Lorentish side of the river are known as
Redfoots and those born in the Gawedi side as Bluefoots. Some halflings, known as imperial
halflings, also live within Anbennar, either within human cities or their own fledgling city state of
Beepeck which sits at the edge of the Small Country and at the west of the Dameshead.
A few years before the end of the Lilac Wars many halflings rose up in the Viswall Rebellion, in which
the lords of Viswall called for all halfling peoples to unite and shake off their shackles whilst their
overlords fought in the petty feuds of men. The Rebellion was quickly destroyed and the once-great
City-of-Colours, Viswall, was partitioned between Gawed and Lorent.
Halflings are known for their positivity and wit despite their depressing situation. They are known for
their adventuring spirit and curiosity, and also make great cooks. Halflings live to the same age as
humans.
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Orcs
Unlike in most fantasy settings the orcish problem wasn’t really a problem (more of a nuisance)
before the Greentide. Orcish bands roamed Escann infrequently and were quickly destroyed by the
Kingdom of Castellyr, the heir to Castanor of old.
Most orcs lived within the Serpentspine Mountains in an eternal battle against dwarfkind, though in
1424 something changed, and under the command of the Dookanson (the alleged son of their god,
Dookan), invaded and destroyed Escann and Castellyr with it in what is known as the Greentide.
Ever since that day the orcs have been moving slowly westwards towards the Dameshead, but are
now facing against many adventurers and veterans of the Lilac Wars who want a piece of Castellyr
for themselves.
Orcs are tough, hardy and more uniquely: slowly take the colors of their environments in a sort of
natural camouflage. Mountain orcs are known to be pale and grey-skinned while the orcs of the
Greentide are, well: green. Orcs liver for about the same age as humans, though few seldom make it
to seniority.

MAJOR LANDMARKS/LOCATIONS
Dameshead
The Dameshead is a major inland sea encompassing Western Cannor. It is a warm, calm sea with a
Mediterranean climate and serves as a major trade route through many realms of the land.
To its north sits the city of Vertesk, and beyond that Gawed. To it’s west sits Beepeck, Lorent and the
Small Country, and to its north-west sits the Dragon Coast. To it’s east sits the majority of the Empire
of Anbennar and even further from that is Escann where the Greentide is taking place. To it’s south
is the Divenhal Sea which stretches eastwards to the lands of the sun elves.

Anbenncost
The city of the world’s desire. Anbenncost, meaning Coast of Unity, is the largest city in the known
world and heart of the Empire of Anbennar. It is where the first elves landed 444 years ago and is
now a home to many cultures and races of the land.
The city has since fallen on hard times and was sacked by the Grand Duke of Wex when he took the
position of Emperor at the end of the Lilac Wars.
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SUMMARY OF CONFLICT IN THE WORLD
The Lilac Wars was a dynastic war of succession between the previous Emperor and the King of
Lorent. The imperial claimant was Emperor Vincen I Silmuna, the Grand Duke of Dameria, who was
the strongest noble within the Empire of Anbennar, with his bloodline tracing back all the way to
Munas Moonsinger and Queen Auci of Dameria.
The war lasted over a hundred years and by the end of it Emperor Vincen died of old age and was
replaced by Lothane of Wex, who had rallied Vincen’s Lorentish enemies and Vincen’s former allies
against him. The House of Silmuna, which Vincen hailed from, was wiped to near-extinction: killing
all members but two (who had mysteriously disappeared).
Lorent finds itself exhausted but victorious, but is soon beset upon by new trouble much closer to
home: with the Wine Lords (who had supported Dameria) having now rebelled and refusing to swear
fealty to their new king.
The House of Wex finds itself the new great power within Anbennar. Many who have clamoured for
the destruction of the overpowering and admittedly too-powerful Grand Dukes of Dameria breathe
a sigh of relief and look forward to exploiting the Empire’s weakened state. The Wexonards are a
crude bunch and owe roots to the Alenic Expanse rather than Anbennar; they are rejecters of magic
and the elven ways and many see this as an affront to the ancient regime of Anbennar.
To the east, the Greentide’s westwards is defeated by a large host of veterans and adventurers, led
by Corin, a supposed reincarnation of the god of war Agrados, who had sacrificed herself to slay the
Dookanson: forever severing any semblance of united orcdom, leaving Escann ripe for conquest by
the remaining marcher lords seeking for a new home.
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APPENDIX H
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Taken from the Anbennar Project Portfolio associated with the paper
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APPENDIX I
Taken from the Fifth Edition Dungeon Master’s Guide (Wizards of the Coast, 2015)
Heroic Fantasy
Heroic fantasy is the baseline assumed by the D&D rules. The Player's Handbook describes this
baseline: a multitude of humanoid races coexist with humans in fantastic worlds. Adventurers bring
magical powers to bear against the monstrous threats they face. These characters typically come from
ordinary backgrounds, but something impels them into an adventuring life. The adventurers are the
"heroes" of the campaign, but they might not be truly heroic, instead pursuing this life for selfish
reasons. Technology and society are based on medieval norms, though the culture isn't necessarily
European. Campaigns often revolve around delving into ancient dungeons in search of treasure or in
an effort to destroy monsters or villains. This genre is also common in fantasy fiction. Most novels set
in the Forgotten Realms are best described as heroic fantasy, following in the footsteps of many of
the authors listed in appendix E of the Player 's Handbook.
Sword and Sorcery
A grim, hulking fighter disembowels the high priest of the serpent god on his own altar. A laughing
rogue spends ill-gotten gains on cheap wine in filthy taverns. Hardy adventurers venture into the
unexplored jungle in search of the fabled City of Golden Masks. A sword-and-sorcery campaign
emulates some of the classic works of fantasy fiction, a tradition that goes back to the roots of the
game. Here you'll find a dark, gritty world of evil sorcerers and decadent cities, where the protagonists
are motivated more by greed and self interest than by altruistic virtue. Fighter, rogue, and barbarian
characters tend to be far more common than wizards, clerics, or paladins. In such a pulp fantasy
writing, those who wield magic often symbolize the decadence and corruption of civilization, and
wizards aree the classic villains of these settings. Magic items are therefore rare and often dangerous.
Certain DUNGEONS & DRAGONS novels follow in the footsteps of classic sword-and-sorcery novels.
The world of Athas (as featured in numerous Dark Sun novels and game products), with its heroic
gladiators and tyrannical Sorcerer-kings, belongs squarely in this genre.
Epic Fantasy
A devout paladin in gleaming plate armor braces her lance as she charges a dragon. Bidding farewell
to his dear love, a noble wizard sets forth on a quest to close the gate to the Nine Hells that has opened
in the remote wilderness. A close-knit band of loyal friends strives to overcome the forces of a
tyrannical overlord. An epic-fantasy campaign emphasizes the conflict between good and evil as a
prominent element of the game, with the adventurers more or less squarley rely on the side of good.
These characters are heroes in the best sense, driven by a higher purpose than selfish gain or ambition,
and facing incredible dangers without blinking. Characters might struggle with moral quandaries,
fighting the evil tendencies within themselves as well as the evil that threatens the world. And the
stories of these campaigns often include an element of romance: tragic affairs between star-crossed
lovers, passion that transcends even death, and chaste adoration between devout knights and the
monarchs and nobles they serve. The novels of the Dragon lance saga exemplify the tradition of epic
fantasy in D&D.
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Dark Fantasy
Vampires brood on the battlements of their accursed castles. Necromancers toil in dark dungeons to
create horrid servants made of dead flesh. Devils corrupt the innocent, and werewolves prowl the
night. All of these elements evoke horrific aspects of the fantasy genre. If you want to put a horror
spin on your campaign, you have plenty of material to work with. The Monster Manual is full of creatures
that perfectly suit a storyline of supernatural horror. The most important element of such a campaign,
though, isn't covered by the rules. A dark-fantasy setting requires an atmosphere of building dread,
created through careful pacing and evocative description. Your players contribute too; they have to
be willing to embrace the mood you're trying to evoke. Whether you want to run a full-fledged darkfantasy campaign or a single creepy adventure, you should discuss your plans with the players ahead
of time to make sure they're on board. Horror can be intense and personal, and not everyone is
comfortable with such a game. Novels and game products set in Ravenloft, the Demiplane of Dread,
explore dark-fantasy elements in a D&D context.
Intrigue (Political Fantasy)
The corrupt vizier schemes with the baron's oldest daughter to assassinate the baron. A hobgoblin
army sends doppelganger spies to infiltrate the city before the invasion. At the embassy ball, the spy
in the royal court makes contact with his employer. Political intrigue, espionage, sabotage, and similar
cloak-and-dagger activities can provide the basis for an exciting D&D campaign. In this kind of game,
the characters might care more about skill training and making contacts than about attack spells and
magic weapons. Roleplaying and social interaction take on greater importance than combat, and the
party might go for several sessions without seeing a monster. Again, make sure your players know
ahead of time that you want to run this kind of campaign. Otherwise, a player might create a defensefocused dwarf paladin, only to find he is out of place among half-elf diplomats and tiefling spies. The
Brimstone Angels novels by Erin M. Evans focus on intrigue in the Forgotten Realms setting, from the
backstabbing politics of the Nine Hells to the contested succession of Cormyrean royalty.
War
A hobgoblin army marches toward the city, leading elephants and giants to batter down the
stronghold's walls and ramparts. Dragons wheel above a barbarian horde, scattering enemies as the
raging warriors cut a swath through field and forest. Salamanders muster at an efreeti's command,
poised to assault an astral fortress. warfare in a fantasy world is rife with opportunities for
adventure. A war campaign isnt generally concerned with the specifics of troop movements, but
instead focuses on the heroes whose actions turn the tide of battle. The characters carry out specific
missions: capture a magical standard that empowers undead armies gather reinforcements to break
a siege, or cut through the enemy's flank to reach a demonic commander. In other situations, the
party supports the larger army by holding a strategic location until reinforcements arrive, killing
enemy scouts before they can report, or cutting off supply lines. Information gathering and
diplomatic missions can supplement the more combat-oriented adventures. The War of the Lance in
the Dragonlance Chronicles novels and the War of the Spider Queen in the novel series of the same
name are prominent examples of wars in D&D novels.
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APPENDIX J
One of the ways identified is through descriptions for abilities or items, known as Flavour Text (fig 18).
Games like Destiny (2014) or Dark Souls (2011) worldbuild primarily through this, keeping it an
optional experience to prevent it detracting from gameplay. It’s also to be noted that this creates a
fragmented world left with ambiguity, where the players rely on “the power to interpret” (Extra
Credits, 2013), acting much akin to a historian: an outlook that Tolkien recommends worldbuilders
should have. This style of ‘explorative’ worldbuilding appears to work and provides a rewarding
experience to some players, as many fans have heralded both games for their worldbuilding.
A good example of this is in Destiny
2 (Bungie, 2017) in which the text
can appear as anecdotes, quotes
and stories rather than your typical
description: giving the text a more
personal, characterized flair.

fig 18: Dawnblade’s text is more akin to a short story
Another way is via Journal Entries which come in the form of diaries, books, and even audio logs.
These give players opportunities to read just about any subject, and are often used as in-game
collectibles to facilitate exploration, like Flavour Text, offering its own reward loop in exploration.
Audio logs offer a more personal touch, and at its best show us the world through another character’s
point-of-view, allowing the player to get to know the character within the audio log – this makes it
personal: something that Extra Credits (2013) suggests is most effective kind of exposition. A great
example, and evolution of this, in Horizon: Zero Dawn’s The Mountain That Fell level, in which player
travels through an abandoned science facility that details the last moments before the apocalypse –
in this we see holograms that act the same as audio logs which give an even more personal touch as
we see literal ghosts of the past, all the while Aloy, the main character, offers her own commentary
which expands her character as well. (fig 19)

fig 19: Holograms are literal ghosts of the past
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Dialogue is the most common type of personal exposition, where it be background NPCs conversing
amongst themselves or through conversation with the player themselves. This is seen as the most
natural and effective kind of exposition, and provides the section title: Windows to a Greater World.
This is shown best in the Dragon Age franchise, which, while covering small regions of the setting at a
time, have a vast array of party members from all over the world (fig 20). Through dialogue with these
companions, they act as representatives, or windows, to their respective land, and give us a more
personal touch in the information we get. Again, harkening back to Extra Credits’ words as well as
Skolnick’s: we are more likely to care about the world if we care about the characters within it.

fig 20: Dorian Pavus, window to the Tevinter Imperium
Environmental Storytelling is another style of exposition, one where the game world itself and the
levels tell the story, very much following the core storytelling tenet of ‘show don’t tell’, which is
important even more so in games with their limited word count. A good example of this is Ish’s Story
(fig 21) in The Last of Us (2013), in which, through exploration, we learn of the survivors who once
lived in a sewer hideout. Although irrelevant to the main plot, it builds a greater world by showing the
stories/conflicts of other people, much like how an archaeologist uncovers secrets of the past.

fig 21: A playroom mentioned in Ish’s Story
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The final form of exposition provides the greatest amount of information: the Codex, a easily-accessed
menu that collates uncovered information (e.g. Audio Logs) in addition to encyclopaedic text about
the game world. A good example of this is in the Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (2016), where the Codex is
divided into the Bestiary and Glossary. The Bestiary contains descriptions on monsters, as well as ingame advice on what to use against them, which exposits useful information directly relevant to the
player. The second is a Glossary which works much like the Codex, but instead of an encyclopaedic
point-of-view it is from an NPC companion’s, Dandelion, who provides both information and context,
as well as his own feelings and personal flair to the lore. (fig 22)

fig 22: Witcher’s Glossary - Here we see Dandelion’s opinions on the main character

In summary, the most engaging types of exposition have a characterized/personalized that Extra
Credits suggested. Instead of simply stating facts or descriptions, they give us more context on the
subject by providing quotes, stories and in general, telling us more about the speaker as well as the
subject itself. By seeing the world through the eyes of one of its inhabitants, we form a personal
connection to that, and in proxy, the setting as a whole.
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APPENDIX K
“Conflict is the very core of story, its beating heart.” -Evan Skolnick, 2014
Evan Skolnick (2014, p. 7) states that “the fuel of fiction is conflict” and that in order for a story to be
a story, it needs to have at least one main conflict. He defines conflict in a broader sense, referring to
a “want/but pattern” (p. 10) than one of only violence or hostility. For example, X wants Y but Z is
preventing it.
This can be extrapolated to violence (Luke wants to save Han Solo, but Jabba the Hutt is preventing it)
or even the mundane (Luke wants to join the Imperial Academy but his uncle needs him to look after
the farm). What matters, Skolnick (2014) suggests, is not the scale of the conflict but how important
it is to us, or commonly, to a character we care about: saving Han Solo wouldn’t matter if we as an
audience hadn’t seen his and Luke’s relationship grow and foster through the films. What sets games
apart, however, is its interactive nature: in passive media it is just us, the audience, watching the story
unfold, and our desires can or cannot match with the protagonists. In games, however, we are the
protagonists, and by nature, their desires are ours, and it is through our actions that our protagonist’s
desires are fulfilled. From a practical view, violence is the most thrilling and engaging conflict, and
often one with the highest stakes. It is no surprise that games as an active medium has this kind of
conflict at its core.

Conflict in Other Games
We see conflict in a smaller scale in the Witcher 3: Wild Hunt in which the main character, Geralt of
Rivia, is merely looking for his lost daughter Ciri. However, to overcome his own main conflict, he must
overcome smaller conflicts such as helping a Baron find his family, to aiding conspirators end a
continent-wide war. In this example, the war is a lesser conflict to his own, and we as the player may
feel the same way as Geralt, though in the grand scheme of things may be more important than his
own personal quest.
An example of grand scale conflict can be seen in Dragon Age: Origins in the form of the darkspawn
invasion of the Fifth Blight, an underground scourge of undead-like humanoids that have invaded the
surface with the sole purpose of wiping out all life. These enemies were built to serve the game, with
Lead Designer Ohlsen wanting an “evil horde” enemy that the player “wouldn’t feel bad about killing”
which writer Gaider would then turn into the darkspawn we know (Gaider, 2017). My previous paper
(Saulog, 2017) suggests these foes (goons) are one of the cornerstones of conflict, whether it be orcs,
stormtroopers or zombies: these goons all share traits that help justify their killing (otherness,
dehumanisation and non-negotiable). In the end, goons are a narrative tool that provides a go-to
enemy, which is especially important for games. The player is also the only one with the ability to stop
the Blight, and as such pushed into the situation of being the world’s saviour, with the minor conflicts
of the game being gathering enough forces to aid your cause (by helping solve their conflicts).
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fig 23: Darkspawn in Dragon Age: Origins
Dragon Age also introduces other forms of conflicts, such as religious conflict, which is one of the
major themes of Dragon Age: Inquisition (2014). The ambiguity of the Maker’s existence has been
apparent throughout of the franchise and it is due to this, and his follower’s different interpretations
of his will that has caused the Mage-Templar War covered in the game. Additionally, the ambiguity of
the elven pantheon’s godhood was also raised in Inquisition, alluding that they were in fact not gods
but powerful mages, and while not at the core of the main plot, it serves as a good form of
worldbuilding that allows new conflicts to flourish, not to mention to enrich and captivate the
audience, as seen from the vast amounts of essays and theories about the world. [Appendix K] As Baur
(2012, p. 77) said on creating fictional religions: “the lack of certainty is a feature that leads to religious
strife and conflict.”
The overall importance of conflicts in worldbuilding is the inclusion of conflicts beyond the player’s.
Creating a fully living, breathing world capable of Secondary Belief demands a world that actually lives
and breathes with or without the player: just as the player has their conflicts that drive their narrative,
so should everyone else.
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Conflict in Anbennar
As per Baur’s words on religious strife and Dragon Age’s example, I decided to move away from the
D&D Core Assumption of “Gods Oversee the World” in which deities are proven to exist and directly
communicate with followers to my own assumption “The Gods are Distant”: it is unsure if gods truly
exist, though they have provided some sort of divine influence through history, though they cannot
speak to their followers and rely on worldly avatars to act on their stead. This in turn leads to
Anbennar’s own religious conflict: the Age of Unraveling.
The want/but pattern permeates through the mod by following Extra Credit’s advice on building the
gameworld like D&D modules to maintain narrative consistency. By focusing on each region at a time,
I determined the major countries and historical events that led to the region to what it is in game start,
and from that conflicts can naturally form.
For example, the Dragon Coast region was conceived as the gnomish homeland due to its highlandslike hilly terrain which fits well with gnomish preconceptions. However, when I put the historical event
the Dragonwake through the Idea Pipeline it meant that I had to consider the event’s effects on the
world as a whole: the Dragonwake was an ancient event that saw the berserk awakening of dragons
and the destruction they wrought.
This allowed the natural integration of familiar gnomish-kobold rivalry, as kobolds themselves were
draconic creatures, often acting as minions to dragons. With this, the Dragon Coast was hit with a sideeffect of the Dragonwake: the Kobold Rising, in which gnomish homeland was overrun by koboldkind,
exiling the gnomes from their homeland. This event, despite happening 1000 years before game start,
remains relevant to countries of the Dragon Coast as the kobolds still control the region. This goes
well with Baur’s (2012) suggestion that historical references, for the most part, should contain
elements that is a real and present danger or conflict. With this, players of the gnomish exiles are
given context to make them truly care for their conflict, and thus supports their want/but pattern: ‘I
want to reclaim the gnomish homeland, but kobolds are in the way.’
As previously mentioned, the first Age that EU4 starts with is the Age of Greentide. The Greentide
follows the sudden invasion of orcs from the mountains to the surface, and leads to the destruction
of the human kingdoms of the region. The orcs here adhere, at least initially, to Ohlan’s “evil horde”
darkspawn enemy type: they a non-negotiable and dehumanised enemy (literally being non-human,
as well as referring to them as a single entity: a tide). This is to provide a new kind of scenario for EU4
players, who are often used to morally ambiguous politically-led wars, but instead are fighting a war
where they are in the moral right, evoking the Tolkienesque High Fantasy ideals of good vs. evil,
something which isn’t seen in the base EU4 game.
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